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Abstract – In this paper, we have tried to increase the level of security system by combining new techniques and added new concepts to develop low cost GSM based industrial security system. In our day to day life or in industrial purpose security and automation is a prime concern. Industrial automation and security system design is growing nowadays. The designing of this security system is simple hardware circuit. It allows every users to use this wireless security system by using or combining PIR sensor, gas sensor, fire sensor and main failure detector at industrial level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Security is the main concern for every industry. Every industry wants to work in safe and secured environment that are beneficial for the workers and specially for their production process say for raw materials in the industry. Every industry want their workers to keep safe and secured from various incidents like accidents caused due to LPG gas leakage or accidents due to fire in their go down or their machinery department.

II. WORKING PROCESS

i. First module (Infrared Sensor) :-

This project detects if any worker is entering inside the department or not. If some workers enters the working chamber or machinery room the lights will be on and if no one is present in the working room the lights will be off. If there is no one in the working chamber or in the plant then in that case if the lights or halogen bulb near the convey or belt or the boiler is continuously on so this wastage of electricity will cost heavy bills for the company. By using this system the wastage part can be easily overcome and more important than that this circuit is wireless and automatic on off lights so need for manual working for switching off the lights every time.

ii. Second Module: (Gas Sensor) :-

It uses LPG gas sensor to detect the gas leakage. If there is leakage then buzzer is turned on. Specially in the cooking gas industry they have to be very careful with whatever their are working or designing. Because there are thousands of pipes that bypass the LPG gases from inlet of pipe to another outlet of pipe. If there is leakage in the pipe due to any reasons in the night time or any time there might be chances of getting major incidents of end of workers. This system can protect the workers all damages. Sending of data will be there if the gas is leakage on the registered mobile number.
iii. Third module: (Fire Sensor) :-

![Working Model of Fire Sensor](image)

It uses the fire sensor for detection of fire in the industry or say go down or gas filling chamber. If the fire is detected then in that case the fire detection sensor will sense and will on the water sprayer pump working as fire extinguisher and when the fire is extinguished automatically the water sprayer pump will be off. no need for manual switching on and off of the circuit.

It will work automatically.

**III- BLOCK DIAGRAM**

![Block Diagram of Project](image)

**IV- COMPONENT DESCRIPTION**

![Photo of Working Model Project](image)

It mainly consists of following:-

**Infrared Transmitter:** We are going to implement the Person detection module using 1 transmitter and 1 receiver. We are going to use Infrared transmitter because infrared beams are not visible to human eyes. Transmitter used is IR LEDs

**Receiver:** We are using an Infrared receiver. It is an active low device. It gives low output when it receives the Infrared rays.

**Microcontroller:** This is the CPU (central processing unit) of project. We are going to use a microcontroller 8051IC. The many type’s functions of microcontroller are like.

**Electrical load:** As light will be used.

**Sensor:** Gas leakage detection.

**Regulator IC of 5 volt DC:** It will convert the 12 volt DC to 5 volt DC and the microcontroller IC will start working. Reading the digital input from infrared receiver to find whether person is entered inside room or not. II. Sending this data to LCD so that the person operating this project should read the number of persons inside the room.

**LCD:** We are going to use 16×2 alphanumeric LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) it can display alphabets with numbers on 2 lines each containing 16 characters.

**GSM Modem:** We are going to use sim300 as a GSM modem. The status of persons inside the room, LPG Gas leakage status will be sent to GSM modem.
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**Preset:** It will adjust the LCD brightness.

**Resistance:** It will stabilize the current flow in the circuit.

**Transformer:** It will step down 230 volt AC to 12 volt AC.

**Bridge diode:** It will convert the 12 volt AC to 12 volt DC.

**Capacitor:** It will purify the voltage that is it will remove the ripples in the supply.
V- APPLICATIONS
This project has its main application in security system or an accident avoiding system for the coal mines or wood cutting industry or cotton industry. Various parameters monitored in this project like LPG gas leakage, are also applicable for industrial purposes. So this also is used in industries as a GSM based industrial security system.

VI- ADVANTAGES
With the help of GSM technology industry officer get remote indication through SMS. So if the user is away from industry, he/she will be intimated about the hazardous situations inside the house. This is fully automated. So once this system is installed inside home or industry, then there are no needs to operate the system by human. we can save the life of person inside home / industry with the help of this system. Since the accidents caused due to fire and LPG gas leakage can cause life threat.

VII-CONCLUSION
In this paper presentation the gas detection and alerting system will be done through SMS. The fire extinguisher circuit called as automatic fire sprayed on fire detection pump on and when fire extinguishes the pump will of. Automatic lights on-off system through invisible rays is also installed.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Voice announcement system can be added to indicate device status. We can add voice announcement system with the buzzer so if there are hazardous parameters detected then respective voice message will be announced.
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